


Music of the Ancient Greeks
Ensemble De Organographia

Gayle Stuwe Neuman: voice, trichordon, lyra, kithara, psithyra, tympanon
Philip Neuman: aulos, syrinx monokalamos, lyra, kithara, syrinx, kroupeza,
photinx, psithyra, salpinx, echeia, voice
with William Gavin: pandoura, pandourion, seistron, psithyra, kymbala, tympanon

It is fortunate for the pursuit of ancient Greek music that a large legacy of
writings on this subject survives. A number of authors, including Aristotle and Plato
contributed information on theory, musical education and the role of music in soci-
ety. Aristoxenus, a student of Aristotle, wrote on practical aspects of music perfor-
mance and along with Euclid, Pythagoras and Ptolemy, was an important early wri-
ter on acoustics. A treatise by Alypius provides us with the principal source of infor-
mation for the interpretation of Greek musical notation. Such writings served as
models for later theoretical treatises and helped shape the course of Western and
Middle Eastern music. Other bits of information can be gleaned from surviving art
objects, especially sculptures and vase paintings, that depict musicians and instru-
ments. There are even a number of extant auloi and other instruments. However, it
is often lamented that only a small number of actual compositions now exist. Fortun-
ately, all is not lost; now, in light of recent research, over 50 examples of this exciting
ancient repertoire are known to survive.

The extant pieces, preserved mainly on stone and papyrus, span nearly 800
years, from the 5th century BC to the third century AD, and show a wide diversity in
style. They range in varying states of preservation from perfect, whole pieces, com-
plete with pitch and rhythm notation to tiny fragments of melody and text. The bulk
of the extant repertoire appears on this recording except for certain pieces now
thought to be apocryphal, several very short fragments, and a number of others that
appear on "Music of the Ancient Sumerians, Egyptians, and Greeks" from Pandour-
ion Records (PRCD1005).

All of the instruments used here are copies of ancient Greek instruments,
built by the performers, patterned after surviving museum originals and iconograph-
ical representations. They are listed below with their descriptions.

Aulos: reed pipe, with cylindrical bore and double reed, most often depicted as a
pair of pipes played by a single musician. Contrary to a popularly held
belief, it is plain from the description of aulos reed making by Theophrastus
that the Greek aulos was fitted with a type of double reed and not a form of
single reed. One pipe, when played alone, was sometimes referred to as the
monaulos. The selections nos. 4, 9, and 11 were performed on two aulos
pipes played simultaneously by a single musician (where the indication
"double pipes" appears). According to Aristoxenus, five sizes existed:
parthenioi (maiden type), paidikoi (boy type), kitharisterioi (kithara-play-
ing type), teleioi (complete), and hyperteleioi (extra complete). These corre-
spond roughly to soprano, alto, tenor, baritone, and bass sizes. Unfortun-
ately, the word "aulos" is often mistranslated as "flute".

Echeia: bowls of earthenware or some other material made in a variety of sizes in
order to produce an assortment of pitches when struck.

Kithara: ornate lyra of the professional musician. It was built from several shaped
and hollowed out pieces of wood, with a deeply carved sound box. The
crossbar, to which the strings were attached, was supported by intricately
carved arms.

Kroupeza: a shoe with a clapper or krotala attached.
Kymbala: small cymbals with a bell-like sound.

Lyra: harp-like instrument, originally made from a tortoise shell and animal
horns. Sometimes the shell was imitated in wood.

Pandoura: long necked lute with 3 to 5 strings plucked with fingers or plectrum.
Pandourion: smaller variety of the pandoura.
Photinx: transverse flute with 6 fingerholes.
Psithyra: rattle shaped like a ladder made of metal with wooden rungs which were

surrounded by coils of wire or metal rings.
Salpinx: straight trumpet, often depicted with a bulb or dome shaped bell.



Seistron: rattle with a handle in the form of a hoop pierced by loose metal rods.
Syrinx: panpipes, usually made from cane tubes of equal length joined together

side by side. A variety of pitches were created by filling each tube to vary-
ing degrees with wax or some other material.

Syrinx monokalamos: vertical flute resembling a single tube from a syrinx pierced
with fingerholes.

Trichordon: small lute or pandoura with three strings.
Tympanon: frame drum with an animal skin head.

In spite of their age, a certain percentage of the musical works have sur-
vived in a perfect or nearly perfect condition, namely nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6,19, and 20 on
this recording. However, as one might expect with works of great antiquity, many of
the extant pieces now have missing notes or passages. With the intent of providing
the listener with a musical experience as seamless as would have been enjoyed in the
period, it was the decision of this ensemble to insert stylistically similar text and/or
melody to fill these voids. There is, of course, no perfect solution to a puzzle with
pieces irretrievably lost, but in order to attempt to preserve and sustain the ethos of
the composition as a whole, we felt it preferable to bridge these gaps with music
rather than to insert silence or unrelated sounds. Fortunately, with the wealth of
musical information left to us by the ancient Greek authors (including a set of rules
for composing melody by Aristides Quintilianus) combined with observations that
can be made about conventions found in the music itself, something of an ancient
Greek approach to composition can be generated, making the task of filling the gaps
with plausible material easier than one might expect. For example, replacements for
missing words can be recovered in some cases from parallel sources, or inferred from
the subject matter, poetic meter, and grammar of the surrounding text; note values
can be selected from those rhythms appropriate to the poetic meter as described by
Aristoxenus and others; clues to the missing melody can be retrieved from the mode
and genus (tuning) of the original, as well as from the tonal accents in the text. (An-
cient Greek, being a tonal language, used accents to indicate where the voice ascend-
ed or descended in pitch. Composers, with a certain degree of consistency, con-
toured their melodies accordingly.) Also, short melodic figures that occur in several

of the extant compositions can serve as models in certain instances, possibly echoing
elements of the ancient nomoi (standardized melodies in common use). Purely inst-
rumental works naturally present a greater challenge, but inferences still can be made
from the mode, range, rhythm, and the possibility of some type of repetition. If the
listener wishes to distinguish the original from the "repairs", it would be helpful to
consult a collection of modern transcriptions, notably: E. Pohlmann, Denkmaler alt-
griechischer Musik (Nuremberg, 1970); and M.L. West, Ancient Greek Music (Oxford,
1992).

On certain selections the listener will hear the accompanying instruments
playing pitches that differ from the melody. Even though this repertoire is rightly
considered monophonic in nature, there is evidence from the 5th century BC and
later that professional musicians commonly used certain kinds of rudimentary har-
monization. This divergence from the melody was clearly described by Plato (Laws,
812d-e) in a cautionary statement to kithara instructors: "the kithara teacher and his
student, for the reason of making the notes clear, must play the notes on the lyra in a
manner that produces unison pitches with the notes of the song. Concerning the
playing of different pitches and ornamentations of the lyra, when the tune of the
strings differs from the composer's melody, or when a group of small intervals are
played with wide ones, or quick notes with slow notes, or high notes against low
ones, in consonant intervals or octaves, and the way they introduce all manner of
rhythmic embellishment to the notes of the lyra, these things should not be taught to
students who must learn in three years all that is necessary in music." Apparently he
thought it was important for students to learn the basics of rhythm, melody, mode,
tuning, etc. before delving into more complex forms of accompaniment in imitation
of professional musicians.

Pseudo-Plutarch, in his description of the Spondeiazon tropos (De Musica
1137b-d), lists three additional pitches that were played in accompaniment to certain
notes of the six scale degrees of the melody. The resulting intervals were: perfect 5th
(which he considered consonant), major third, major sixth, minor third, and major
second (all considered dissonant).

Notated examples of harmony pitches exist in the two settings from
Euripides' plays "Iphigeneia at Aulis" (no. 12) and "Orestes" (no. 11).
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The selections

1. Salpinx call, the "Sappho Painter" (5th c. BC). From a painting on a ceramic knee
protector used in sewing, depicting an Amazon salpinx player apparently perform-
ing the syllables "tote totote". There are two possible explanations for their meaning
(if, in fact, the syllables were meant to notate the trumpet's intervals): (1) They could
be syllables traditionally used in the playing technique of lip-activated instruments.
The t represents the articulation, and the vowels may indicate relative pitches. Pro-
nouncing o creates a relatively large space above the tongue, which favors a lower
harmonic; pronouncing e or e has the opposite effect, favoring a higher harmonic. (2)
They could be solmization syllables. A system of syllables (to, to, te, te) was described
in late sources as representing the four notes of a tetrachord. Exact equivalents were
given for each note of the unmodulating system. Superimposing the possible notes
for to, te, and te, over the first few harmonics of the salpinx (higher harmonics would
have been more difficult to produce due to the short length of the air column), the
only notes possible would be d, b flat, and d', expressed in modern relative pitches.
These pitches are equivalent to the second, third, and fourth harmonics on our recon-
structed bulb bell salpinx, which was patterned after the one depicted on the knee
protector and other period iconography. This type of bell effectively raises the third
harmonic by about a half step from the pitch one would normally expect to hear. If
they are solmization syllables, one must assume that this system was in use much
earlier than the earliest surviving description of it. The version recorded here follows
the second theory, but also falls within the parameters of the first, salpinx

2. Hymn to the Sun. Mesomedes (2nd c. AD) Relayed through later Byzantine manu-
scripts. Translation: "Father of dawn with gleaming white eye, you drive your rosy
chariot through the heavens in your winged steeds' steps, radiant with golden hair,
weaving your eternal beam in the limitless heavens, twisting the filaments of light
around the whole world. Your streams of immortal flame give birth to the charming
daylight. The peaceful choir of stars dances for you on Olympus, singing a joyous
song to Phoebus' lyra, and the pale moon in her place before draws time and season
forward with her white calves. Your compassionate spirit is joyful as it turns the lav-
ishly clad firmament." kithara, voice

3. Dramatic speech. Anonymous (c. 100 AD) Oslo papyrus inv. 1413. From a play
about Philoctetes. aulos parthenios, kroupeza, lyra, pandoura

4. Song, Seikilos (1st c. AD) Inscribed on a burial stele with the following words:
"I am a portrait in stone. I was put here by Seikilos, where I remain forever, the sym-
bol of timeless remembrance." Two aulos pipes are played by a single musician on
this selection. Translation: "As long as you live, be cheerful, do not grieve at all. For
life is short, and time collects its tribute." aulos paidikos (double pipes) echeia, voice, lyra

5. Invocation of the Muse. Anonymous (2nd c. AD) Transmitted in manuscripts with
the following piece by Mesomedes. Translation: "Sing for me, my beloved Muse,
intone my musical verse; send a breeze from your groves to move my soul." voice,
lyra, kithara

6. Invocation of Calliope and Apollo, Mesomedes (2nd c. AD) Relayed through man-
uscript transmission. Translation: "Sage Calliope, who guides the charming muses,
and wise teacher, son of Leto, Delian Paean, shine your favor upon me." voice, lyra,
syrinx monokalamos, pandoura

7. Delphic Paean. Athenaeus (127 BC) From an inscription on a wall of the Athenian
Treasury at Delphi (cover photo), aulos parthenios, kithara, pandoura



8. Dramatic fragment. Anon. (3rd c. AD) Oxyrhynchus papyrus 3161, fragment 1.
photinx, pandoura, psithyra

9. Dramatic fragment. Anon. (3rd c. AD) Oxyrhynchus papyrus 3161, fragment 4.
aulos teleios (double pipes)

10. Dramatic fragment. Anonymous (c. 200 BC) Vienna papyrus G 29825 a/b recto.
The most complete section or piece from a group of dramatic fragments found to-
gether with no. 11. kithara

11. Choral ode from "Orestes", Euripides (c. 408 BC) Vienna papyrus G 2315. One of
several extant pieces likely intended to be performed in the enharmonic genus. This
tuning fills a perfect fourth with the following intervals (ascending): quarter step,
quarter step, major third. Translation: "I lament, I lament; because of your mother's
blood that drives you mad. Great fortune among mortals does not endure: a god up-
sets it like the sail of a fast boat overwhelmed in the rough frightful waves of dread-
ful calamity, as in the sea." voice, aulos parthenios (double pipes)

12. Choral ode from "Iphigeneia at Aulis". Euripides (c. 404 BC) Leiden papyrus inv.
510. Another of several extant pieces likely intended to be performed in the enhar-
monic genus. Although a large number of notes are missing in the original, the play
itself provides the missing text and rhythm. Translation: "I pray that neither I nor
children of my lineage ever face those woeful expectations that await the Lydian
women glittering in gold and the Phrygians' wives; and as they sit before their looms
will ask: "Which man will twist his cruel hand in my fine hair and ravish me while
my tears flow and my homeland burns?'" voice, aulos parthenios, lyra

13. Piece from a satyr play. Anonymous (2nd c. AD) Oxyrhynchus papyrus 2436.
syrinx monokalamos, tympanon

14. Instrumental piece. Anonymous (2nd c. AD) Berlin papyrus 6870. syrinx

monokalamos, pandourion, trichordon, kroupeza
15. Dramatic lament on Ajax's suicide. Anon. (late 2nd c. AD) Berlin papyrus 6870.
There is an enharmonic interval in this piece. Translation: "There with suicidal hand
and lying on your sword, (Oh Achilles, I found) Ajax son of Telamon, and because of
Odysseus, the evil one, the hero has died from his wounds, he whom we long for
(with many tears of women)." lyra, syrinx, voice, psithyra, seistron, kymbala

16. Piece mentioning the Erinyes. Anonymous (2nd c. AD) Oxyrhynchus papyrus
3704. Possibly two pieces copied on either side of a piece of papyrus. The plectrum
is used to sweep across the strings of the lyra. lyra, pandourion, trichordon

17. Christian Hymn. Anonymous (3rd c. AD) Oxyrhynchus papyrus 1786. This is the
latest piece of ancient Greek music and the earliest Christian hymn to survive with
musical notation. The text is related to an early Christian motif that is also found in
the hymns of Synesios of Cyrene, bishop of Ptolemais. The opening section of text,
which is missing, is borrowed from Synesios. Translation: "(Father of the worlds,
Father of the ages, let us and the remarkable bondmaids of God celebrate you. As
many things as the cosmos holds at the holy command of the heavenly lights,) let
them be silent, and let the light-bringing stars dim, (let the winds and the rushing
rivers together recede;) and while we sing of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost,
may all the forces in nature sing 'Amen, Amen'. Power, eternal praise, and glory to
God, from whom alone comes all goodness. Amen, Amen." voices, kithara

18. Dramatic recitative. Anonymous (c.100 AD) Oslo papyrus inv. 1413. aulos teleios,
pandoura, kithara

19. Instrumental exercises. Anonymous (2nd c. AD) Anonymous Bellermann 97-104.
Six short exercises for music students, pandourion, trichordon, syrinx monokalamos,
kroupeza

20. Hymn to Nemesis, Mesomedes (2nd c. AD) Relayed through manuscript trans-
mission. Translation: "Nemesis, winged one that tips the scales of life, dark-eyed



goddess, daughter of Justice, you restrain the futile pride of mortals with your
unyielding bridle and, hating hurtful vanity, destroy black envy: below your wheel,
always moving but leaving no trace, the fortune of man turns. Unseen, you come at
once to defeat arrogance; by your hand you gauge the span of life, and, frowning,
you scrutinize the thoughts of men, you always hold the balance. Be merciful, hal-
lowed judge, winged Nemesis, life's force. We honor you, Nemesis, immortal god-
dess, victory incarnate with wings unfurled, faultless, sharing the throne of Justice;
you resent human vanity and banish men to Tartarus below." voice, lyra, psithyra

21. Tragic dialogue on Orestes, Anonymous (2nd c. AD) Michigan papyrus inv. 2958.
aulos paidikos, trichordon, pandourion, kroupeza

22. Instrumental piece. Anonymous (2nd c. AD) Berlin papyrus 6870. syrinx
monokalamos, pandourion, trichordon, kroupeza

23. Paean, Anonymous (late 2nd c. AD) Berlin papyrus 6870. aulos paidikos, pandour-
ion, kithara

24. Paean and Processional. Limenius (127 BC) Performed originally at the same
event as Athenaeus' Delphic Paean and inscribed with it. Translation: "Come to the
twin peaks, seen from afar, of the mountain of Parnassus and lead my hymn, O Pier-
ian muses who live on Helicon's snowy pinnacles. Sing of the Pythian god with hair
of gold, the skilled archer with the splendid lyra, Phoebus, born of the revered Leto
beside the renowned lake, grasping amidst her labor pains the flourishing branch of
the silvery olive tree. The entire heavens exulted, the stillness of the air held back the
rushing winds, and Nereus assuaged the flood's great force, with the vast Ocean that
encircles the world in his wet grasp. Then, departing the isle of Mount Cynthus, the
god went to that celebrated land of renowned grain harvests, the land of Attica, on
the goddess Athena's prominent hill. With its sweet sound flowing, the Libyan aulos
sang gently, merging with the kithara's rippling tones, while the echo that dwells in
the rocks united in singing the sacred hymn. And the god was happy because Zeus'
immortal thoughts were conferred upon his soul. That is the reason, from those days

on, he is called Paean by the natives of Attica and by the company of artists inspired by
Bacchus that resides in the city of Cecrops. So you, owner of fortune's tripod, come to
this rise of Parnassus where the gods tread, where the souls graced by divine influence
find favor. It was there with laurel leaves encircling your hair and trailing your bow
(from your shoulder) in your eternal hand, lord, that you, Leto's son with charming
eyes, did strike down with your arrows the daughter of earth as well as Tityos who
desired your mother, (you defeated and gave to the vultures), you killed the monster,
(most terrifying to behold), the one hissing in its den; (it gave up, dying, O Far-shoot-
er). Again you kept watch over the sacred place at the earth's center, (holy Delphi),
when the barbarian swarm, bent on despoiling your oracular seat (and tripod), suc-
cumbed to the fury of winter. O Phoebus, defend the city of Pallas founded by gods
and its worthy people, and you as well, goddess of the bow and Cretan hunting dogs,
Artemis, and revered Leto. And guard the Delphians that their hearths and families
are sustained and protected. Bestow your mercy on the servant-musicians of Bacchus,
and may you advance the lance-crowned dominion of the Romans with strength ever-
youthful, so that it prospers triumphantly." voice, kithara, pandoura, syrinx monokalamos,
kroupeza, tympanon

Gayle Stuwe Neuman, a singer and player of stringed and wind instruments, co-
directs the Oregon Renaissance Band. She has performed with Capella Romana and
the Whole Noyse. Philip Neuman co-directs the Oregon Renaissance Band and plays
wind and stringed instruments. He has performed with the American Bach Soloists,
Philharmonia Baroque Orchestra, and the Handel & Haydn Society Orchestra, and he
and Gayle teach music history at Marylhurst University. William Gavin is a player of
early strings and percussion and has performed with the Oregon Renaissance Band.

De Organographia, formed in 1978, is a period instrument ensemble dedicated to per-
forming and recording lesser known works from several different eras. Cds by De
Organographia include "Music of the Ancient Sumerians. Egyptians. & Greeks".
"French Music of the 14th Century: Machaut and the Following Generation",
"Carnevale! Festive Music of 16th century Italy", "L'autre jour...18th & 19th century
Harp Music", and "The One Horse Open Sleigh: 19th century Christmas Music".


